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Mathematics. - "Quilclratic involutions among the mys of space." 
By Prof. JAN DE VnIEs. 

(Communicated at the meeting of December 28, 19] 8). 

In a communicatIOn whieh is to be found in part Vol. XXII, 
p. 478 of these Proceedings I have dealt with an involutio~, tbe 
pairs of whieh consist of the transversals to ql1adruplets of straight 
hnes belonging one to each of four gi ven arbitrary .... plane peneils 
of rays. In the sequel I shali eonsider a few involutions related to 
the above mentioned. 

j. In the fh'st place we assume two plane peneUs of lines 
(A, a) = (a), (B, (J) = (b) and a quadric regulus (c)' i.e. one set of 
generators of an hyperboloid r s• An arbitl'ary !ine t meets one ray 
a, one ray band two rays c. If we conjugate to t the second 
transversal t' of these four lines, a quad7'atic involution among the 
mys of spa ce is thereby detined. 

If t describes a plane pancH, an involl1tion is thel'eby detel'mined 
in (c)\ the pairs of which corl'espond projeetively to the rays of 
the peneils (a) and (b). 

Now consider the more general case where a ql1adl'atie involl1tion 
in (C)2 is brought into a projecUve cOl'1'espondence to the pencils (a) 

and (b) in an arbitrarj' way. Tbe transversals t, t' of the quadru
plets of rays a, b, c, c' wiII constitl1te a ruled sUl'faee, the ordet, of 
which we shalI determine by an investigation aftel' the number of 
lines t wlJich rest on the line of intersection of the planes a and {J. 

On the line a {J the projective pencils (a), (b) determine two 
projective point-ranges. Through each of the Iwo united points (coin
cidences) pa~ses a line t. Tbe remaining rays t which meet a {J, lie 
in a Ol' in jij. 

On the intersection of r' and a the points of transit of the pairs 
c, c' constitl1te an involution i the joins of the pairs of this involution 
form a peneil (C, a), which is projective to the point-range cut out 
on a by the peneil (b) and thel'efor~ also projective to the line-pencil 
whlch projects this point-range from C. Since each of the two united
rays (coincidences), rests on four cOl'l'esponding rays, a, b, c, c' there 
are in a (and in (J too) two rays of (t). Hence the 1'~ûed swjace (t) 
is of de[f1'ee si,')]. 

The plane a intersects (12) still along an additional curve aC
, whicb 
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must needs have a double point at A, as an al'bitrary ray a is met 
by two tl'ansvel'sals t, t' only. Since the line AB outside A and B 
meets two lines tI) and therefol'e at A has two points in common 
with (W, it is necessary that A, and B too, is a double point of the 
ruled sUl·face. 

The curve a4 has six tangents passing through A; hence (t)6 con
tains six united-rays (double rays) of the in volutlOn (t, t'). 

The transversals of the pairs a, b fOl'm a quadl'atic line-complex; 
fOI', in an al'bitl'al'y plane (a) and (b) determine two projective point
rallges and the joins of cOI'responding points envelop a conic. This 
complex has four rays in common with the second regulus (set of 
generators) (y)2 of ['2. Each of these four rays meets t wo COl'l'e
spon ding rays a, band at the same time the rays c, c' conjugated 
thel'eto. Rence the l'uled surface (t)6 has four lines in common with 
the hyperboloid r'. 

2 If t is caused to describe the pencil (T, T) the rnled surface 
(W breaks up into this pencil (t) and a ruled surface (t')6. Titus t!te 
transfol'mation (t, t') convel'ls a lJencil into a nûed sU/ia ce of 
deg1'ee five. 

Of the two united-points of the projective point-ranges on a{j one 
now lies at a {j T; thl'ough the other passes a ray t'. Thus in a (and 
in (j) thel'e lie again two rays t'. The remainder of the intel'section 
of (t')6 and a is a nodal a3 with double point at A. EtlCh point of 
intersection of a3 and T is the transit of a ray t' which coincides 
with its conjugated ray t. Rence the double rays of the involutwn 
(t, t') fo'1'n~ a cubic complex. 

A confh'mation of this emmciation can be obtained as follows. 
With r (t')" has fonr l'ays y in common (~ 1) and in addition 
thel'eto a twister! cm've yo. At a point of intersection, C, of yO and 
T a ray t is intersected by the corresponding ray t'; hence C lies 
on a double ray t = t' and the second line of (cl l'esting on this 
don bie ray meets T in a point C', which must he also on y'. Thus 
the six points of tt'ansit of yO !ie in pairs on three double rays 
belonging to (T, T). 

3. A I'ay lA through A is interserted by a ray band by two 
rays c, c' of (C)2. Each ray t' which meets b, c and c' intersects on 
a a certain ray a aml is thel'efore conjugated to tA i hence the ray 
•• t J ~ ! \ r , .J 

tA IS sznllulm'. 

1) Lying in the united-planes (coincidences) of the projeelive peneils of planes 
which project (a) and (b) from AB. 

42* 
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The tangent plane of the hyperboloid (b, c, c') at A intersects a 
along a line a whieh touches (b, c, c'). The transversals of the four 
rays a, b, c, c' therefore coincide. Rence every ra}' tA is also to be 
regarded as a double ray j thus the cubic complex of double rays 
has p1'incipal points at A and Band, uccordingly, a and fJ as 
]J1'incipal planes. 

It foJlows from the above, that the' sheaves of lines A and Band 
the planes a and fJ con sist of singulm' rays of the involution (t, t'). 

Together with A a ray b determines a peneil (tA) and thereby at 
the same time aquadratie involution l' among the rays of the 
regulns (C)2. Now, let there be given in the plane J. a peneil (l) with 
vertex L j then each point of tJ). determines, by means of ] s, an 
involution ]' on the conie (r\).). Through L therefore passes a ray 
I joining the points of transit of two rays c, c', which in combinatioll 
wlth b determine a transversal tA. If this ray I is conjugated to the 
ray I', which meets b, a projeclivity is established in (~. Eaeh of the 
two united-rays is th en a ray t' which is conjugated to a ray tA. 
It follows from this that the reguli (t')' which al'e eonjugated to 
the singula1' rays tA, eonstitute aquadratic line-cornplex. 

Tlll'ee other quadratic complexes WIS cOl'respond to the sheaf of 
lines ftBJ and to tbe plane systems of rays [t«J and [t{al 

The pencH (T, T) contains two rars of each of these complexes j 
accordingly A, B, a, and {J each carry two- rays t' of the ruled 
sllrface (t')5 into which (t) is transformed by tbe involution (t, t'), 
Thus it appears again that (t')5 _ has A and B as double points, 
a and fJ as double tangent planes. . 

The ray AB meets two definite rays c, c', but all rays a and b. 
To t = AB therefore are eonjugated all the rays of the bilinear 
r.ongrllenee whieh has c and c' as directrices 1). Simllarly t = afJ is 
conjugated 10 001 rays t'. Thlls the involution (t, t') has two principal 
rays, AB and afJ. 

4. The lines of the reglIlus ("I)' too are p1'incipal rays, for a line 
y meets I wo definite rays a alld b, bu t all rays c; each transversal, 
t', of a and b rests on LWO rays IC and is therefore conjllgated to 
t:=::::. y. 

The involution (t, t') has still other singulm' mys. If the point of 
interseetion, S, of two rays a and c lies in the plane (J passing 
throllgh two rays band c', then the peneil (S, (J) consists of rays s 

1) The congruence [t'), conjugated to AB belongs lo the intersection of the 
line complex es which correspond lo the sheaves [tAl and [tB]. 
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each conjugated to all the othel', hence of singular rays. Now a plane 
(J is intersected at two points S by the con ie a 2

, whieh r 2 has in 
common with a; evel'y plane tangent to r 2 therefore rontains two 
pencils (s). 

In any at'bitral'Y plane lie two points S, and therefore two rays 
S; through an arbitrary point pass two plan es (J and consequently 
four rays s. Since a second system of singulat' rays is obtained by 
interchanging a and b in the foregoing reasoning t!te pencils of 
singula1' m.ys forln two conNruences (4,~). 

The vertices of the pencils (s) lie on the conies a2 and W, their 
planes envelop th€' hyperboloid r'. 

5. In order to obtain anot!ter involution among the rays of space, 
we consider two reguli (C)2 and (d)', of the hyperboloids r 2 and 1:::. 2 

respectively. Any two rays c, c' determine in combination with any 
two rays d, d' a pair of transversals (t, t') constituting one pair of 
the involution wlüch wiJl here be considered. 

Now suppose th at on r an involution (c, c') be given which in 
some way is projectively related to an involution (d, d') assumed on 1:::. 2

• 

The transversals of the pairs d, d' form a linear line-complex, 
for, in a plane 1 the points of transit D, D' of these pairs determine 
an involution on the transit (conic) of 1:::.', so that tbe joins of the 
point-eouples D. D' form a pencil. This complex contains two lines 
1 of the second regulus of r:. There are therefore two transversals 
of pairs cl, cl' whieh weet all the rays c. In addition to these two 
an arbitrat'y ray c meets the two transversals of the pairs in (C)2 
and (d)2 which -are determined by c. Hence the transversals t, t' of 
the pairs c, c' and d, d' form a 1'uled sU1jace of del/ree (OU?', 

denoted by (W. 
Evidently (t)4 contains also two rays of the secOIld set of genera

tors, (Ó)2 of AZ. 

6. Th~s to the rays t of a pencil (T, 't) corresponds a 1'uled 
sur!ace (t')3, whirh contains two lines y and two lines ó. This 
smface meets the intet'section ('4 of r' and 1:::. 2 at 12 points, eight 
of whieh lie on the last mentioned four lines; the remaining four 
carry each one ray c and one ray d intersecting 't' at two points 
which are aollinear with T. 

This statement may be corroborated as follows. Through each 
point of (14 pass a lino c and a line d. Their points of transit, C 
and D, through 't' determine two point-ranges related by a 2,2-
correspondence on the curves of transit y' and d 2 of r' and A', 
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The lines TC and T D at'e therefore reciprocally _conjugated in a 
correspondence (4,4), Of the 8 nnited-rays of this cOl't'espondence 
four pass through the points of intersection of ï! and ó2

; the 
remaining four each meet a paü' c, d the point of intersection of 
wbich lies on Q4 and therefore carries a ray t' conjllgated to a ray t, 

In addition to the two lines y already mentioned the ruled SUl'

face (t')' has a twisted quartic y4 in common with r', This curve 
intel'sects T at foUt, points, which are two and two collinear with 
T (§ 2), It follows from th~s that t!te double mys of t!te involutwn 
(t, t') f01'm;a qttadratic complex. 

The single dll'ectl'ix of (t')8 lies in 1', the double one passes 
through T, 

-
7. The rays of the reguli (y)~ and (fY) , are evidently (9 4) pl'inci-

pal mys of (t, t'). To each of these rays a bilinem' line-congl'uence 
is conjugated having two lines c or two lines cl for directrices. As_ 
each line c acts as dil'ectrix to two congTuences (1,1), there emanate 
two pencils (t') from each of its points. The congl'uenres (1,1) cor
responding to the principal rays therefore constitu te two quacb'atic 
complexes. 

In a similar way as in § 4 we find à congruence of singular 
rays. Of the intel'section (/ of the hyperboloids Pand b. 2 each 
point is the vertex of a pencil (S, û) consisting of rays s which are 
each ronjugated to all the others, hence singular. For, in fact, the 
plane a through the lines rand 0, which are concurrent at S, 
intersects Q4 still in the additional points C of ,,/, D of 0 and E, 
Evidently CE belongs to (c)" DE to (d)l. Each eay of (S,a) meets 
two rays c', d' at S and intet'sects the lines c = CE and d= DE; 
therefore (S,a) consists of reciprocally conjugated l'ays s of the 
involution (t, t'), 

Since the vertices of the pencils S lie on ('4 and the pI alles a 
envelop a developable of the fOUl,th class, tlte pencils of singulm' 
mys form, a congruence (4,4). 0 

8, Any three rays c of a cubic I'egulus (C)3 determine in combi
nation with each ray a of a pencil (A,a) two transversals, which 
form a pair of an in vol u tion of l'ays in space. 

By the rays of a pen ei 1 (t) the rays of (c)S are ordered in an P, 
the sets of which are projectively corl'elated to the l'ays a, To begin 
with we again suppose that t his correspondence is established in an 
arbitral'y manner'; then the transversals t, t' of the quadl'uplets of 
rays constitute a l'uled 5U1'face whicIJ will here be investigated, 
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On the nodal curve y3, along whicb the ruled cubic ra is inter
sected by the plane a, tbe tripletg of rays c detel'mine an Ja, The 
conies joining two sets. of this P with the double point D and 
another point B of ')'3 have in addition to these points two points 
B', Bil in common, not lying on y3, The sets of tlle Pare thel'efore 
cut out on r 3 by the system of conics with basal points D, B, B', Bil. 
Only the pair of lines DB, B' Bil furnishes a set eonsisting of three 
collinear points, It appeat's from this that the plane a contains one 
line of the ruled snrfaee (t), for the line t - B' Bil does not rest on 
the three rays c of a triplet only, but also on the ray a conjugated 
thel'eto, 

Through A passes similarly one ray of (t), Since a 1S still intel'
sected hy two additional trans\'el'sals t, t', 'dte 1'uled swjace (tJ is of 
the fourtlt deg1'ee, 

The remaining curve al whicb (tt has in common with a, sends 
four tangents through A. Rence (t)4 contains four double 1'ays of 
the involution (t, i), 

If t is caused to describe a pencil (1', T) then (W breaks up into 
(t) and a cubic regulus (t')3, Now again Ct contains olie of the rays 
ti; the points of transit of the remaining lines ti constitule a conic 
a~, which passes through A and interseets 1:' on the double rays 
which belong to the pencil. Renee tlte double mys of the involution 
(t, t') form a quadl'atic complex, 

9, Let ae be - the particular ray of (A, a) which is interserted by 
the single directrix e of (C)3, Ever,}' line t' which rests on ae, is in 
(t, t') conjugated to e, To the line t = e therefol'e correspond all the 
rays of a special linea?' complex, 

Similarly the double ray d of (C)3 is conjngated to all the 1'ays 
of the special linear complex having the ray ad which l'ests on cl 
for its axis, 

In this involntion (t, t') ulso the rays t.A through A are singulal' 
and each conjugated to the rays of a regulus having three !ines c 
fOl' its directrices and containing the lines cl and e, 

Similarly the rays trx , Iying in Ihe plane a, are singular too and 
each cOl'l'elated to the rays of a reg'nlus which contains cl and e, 

Now consider the system of the hyperuoloids (8), which are each 
determined by thl'ee !in es c, The specimens which pass thl'ol1gh a 
given point P arl'ange the lines c into Ihe sets of a cllbic involution 
of the serond order. The involutions I's which thllS belong to the 
points P, P', Pil, bave one set in eommon; the hyperboloids B 
thel'efore form a complex (tl'iply infinite system), The hypel'boloids 
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corresponding to the rays tA and therefore passing through A then 
constitute a net (twofold infinite system) all the specimens where
of have the lines d, e and the transversal to through A of d and e 
in common. Through a point P therefore passes a single infinity of 
hyperboloids and these still have the transversal thl'ough P of d 
and e in common. Rence the lines t' through P which are conjugated 
to the rays of the sheaf [AJ form a pencil in the plane (P tol. 

10. There are still othel' singular rays. Earh plane E thl'ough e 
contains two lines C. In E lies a pencil of rays t, which has the 
point of intersection E of e and ae fol' Hs vertex; these rays are 
singulm', since they rest at E on a third line c and are therefol'e 
all conjugated to earh other. 

Tlte sheaf [EJ is therefore composed 0/ 00 pencils 0/ singulm'mys. 
The plane cf passing through d and ad rontains a line co; through 

each point D of d pass two lines c, hence ool line& t, which rest 
at the same time on Co and ad. lt follows from this that the plane 
of mys L dJ is composed 0/ 001 pPncils 0/ sin,qulm' mys. These have 
their vertices on the line d. 

11. Lastly we consider a rnled Burface [14 with a double curve 
i/. The linear complex which can be lltid through five generators 
c of r 4 contains all the lines C. The four rays c which rest on a 
line t meet besides the line t', which by the complex i& cOlljugated 
to t. The involution (t, t') then consists of tile pairs of conjugated 
directrices of a linear complex; its double rays are the rays of this 
complex. 

Ánother well-known involution (t, t') is originated by the pairs of 
reciprocal polar lines of a hyperboloid. lts double rays are the two 
sets of generators of the hyperboloid. 


